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The Second Screen
Goes Mainstream

Smartphones, tablets and other devices
are now integral to watching television
By Eric Schoeniger

W

hen 166 million fans sit down to watch Super Bowl XLVII on February 3, no small number of them will settle in with at least one
other screen. While they watch the game on television, they’ll turn to their smartphones, tablets and laptops to access player
stats, learn about products they see advertised, communicate with other fans and otherwise enhance their viewing experience.

Welcome to the era of the second
screen, in which TV viewers now routinely augment the main screen with
content from a second or even third
device.
“The second screen is moving consumers toward an experience in which
they can access the content they want,
when they want, where they want, on
whatever device they want, all seamlessly,” says Praveen Atreya, director of the LTE Innovation Center at
Verizon Wireless.

sCreens rising
Americans spend at least 34 hours a
week in front of a TV set, according to
Nielsen. Most of the TV content they
view is delivered through a traditional
broadcast, cable, satellite or telco connection, though a growing amount
flows over the Internet.
But increasingly, TV viewers simultaneously access a second device. In
fact, 39 percent now use their smartphone or tablet at least once a day while
watching TV, Nielsen says, and 85 percent do so at least once a month. Onethird of those age 25 to 64 check sports
scores on smartphones. Forty-four percent age 55 to 64 dive deeper into the
show they’re watching. Half of smartphone users age 25 to 34 visit socialnetworking sites.
The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) has tracked similar trends. It
reports that two-thirds of viewers multitask with another device while watching
television. Among 18- to 34-year-olds,
the most common activities include visiting websites (44 percent) and using social media (43 percent).
“For years now our research has
shown that consumers have pulled in
a second screen for big sporting events
and live events such as the GRAMMY
Awards,” says Steve Koenig, CEA’s director of industry analysis. “But the
second screen is now becoming its
own experience.”

the enablers
Three fundamentals are enabling
the second screen. First is simply that
more consumers have mobile devices.
Smartphone penetration is greater than
50 percent according to Nielsen, and
nearly one-fifth of U.S. homes own a
tablet. “Those devices are crossing age,
gender and ethnic lines,” says Dounia
Turrill, Nielsen’s cross-platform practice lead. For example, 60 percent
of Hispanics, 62 percent of African
Americans and 70 percent of Asian
Americans own smartphones.

Second, high-speed connectivity is
increasingly available and affordable.
“Technologies such as 3G and 4G LTE
are removing barriers to high-bandwidth communication,” Atreya says.
“There are now more than 11 million
users of LTE, representing 35 percent
of the data we handle. And most of that
data is now video.”
Bandwidth barriers will continue to
fall. At the Consumer Electronics Show
this month, for example, Verizon plans
to unveil LTE advancements that will
enable an even higher-quality “broadcast-type” experience, Atreya reports.
“LTE will make the leap from smartphones and tablets to things like security, healthcare and even appliances,”
he says.
Finally, apps, social media and cloud
computing are giving consumers access to a richer set of content, capabilities and experience. They can instantly
read articles, watch videos, play games,
store and retrieve data, and interact
with others —all in the context of their
TV viewing.

let’s get soCial
In fact, the second screen has
spawned a parallel phenomenon: “social TV.” TV viewers increasingly share
their experience with others through
social media.
“Many people engage in social TV
through established networks such as
Twitter and Facebook,” says Shawndra
Hill, director of the Social TV Lab at the
University of Pennsylvania Wharton
School. “They also increasingly use
TV-specific social networks.” These include sites and apps such as GetGlue,
Miso and Zeebox, where viewers can
“check in,” follow shows, access related content, win rewards and interact
with others.
Similarly, apps like Shazam for TV,
Viggle and IntoNow use audio recognition to let users identify shows, access
exclusive content, buy merchandise,
earn points toward items such as movie
tickets and gift cards, and share content.
Social-media sites like Mashable
rank shows that generate the mostsocial networking. Recent shows with social buzz include The Vampire Diaries
on the CW and SpongeBob SquarePants
on Nickelodeon.
TV shows, for their part, are encouraging social-media interaction. They
promote Twitter hashtags on their websites. They feature Tweets from cast
members or contestants. They broadcast “news crawls” of viewer comments.
Competition and reality shows allow

viewers to vote on contestants. Shows
like last year’s The Glass House even allow viewers to select what contestants
wear and eat. “Our research indicates
that when shows invest in these triggers, it leads to greater viewer engagement,” Hill says.

From Jumbotron to “miCrotron”
Sports fans were among the first to
embrace the second screen. The NBA,
NFL, MLB, NHL and NASCAR all offer
apps to support a second-screen experience, as do sports networks such as
ESPN and NESN.
A viewer watching a recent CelticsMavericks game, for instance, could
launch the NBA Gametime app to see
a virtual basketball court that displayed
player stats along with real-time game
updates, including scores, a shot chart,
scoring zones and other data. Related
headlines, Tweets, video clips and other content were just a click or two away.
And it’s hardly a U.S. phenomenon.
From the Formula 1 Grand Prix to
the Olympics, major sporting events
around the world indulge users of the
second screen.
International fans have no dearth of
content to choose from. Robust websites, apps and video games are available from sports networks, leagues,
teams and entertainment companies.
An example is the Giro d’Italia bike
race, an annual 21-stage event held
primarily in Italy. When three stages
passed through Denmark in 2012,
the country’s TV2 network provided
viewers with a second-screen experience that included rider stats and
bios, stage reviews, weather data, route
maps, a multimedia timeline, integration with social media, and interactive
features such as viewer photo and
video uploads.

monetizing eyeballs
As viewers shift their attention to
the second screen, advertisers are following. For example, one simple way
to capitalize on social TV is to include
a social-media symbol in advertising. Nearly two-thirds of viewers recall
seeing a Facebook, Twitter or similar
symbol in TV ads, and one-third have
“interacted” with them, according to a
March 2012 Accenture survey.
The link to social media may be paying off. “We found that during last year’s
Super Bowl, advertisers that included social-media content in their ads
tended to generate more Tweets and
had more sustained engagement with
the brand throughout the broadcast,”

Hill says.
And there are other strategies. Some
advertisers reward viewers for watching commercials or second-screen
ads with coupons or relevant content.
The reward can lead directly to an opportunity to purchase. Others offer
second-screen games that can engage
or educate viewers, or lead to rewards
such as giveaways.
TV shows, for their part, are offering
sponsored second-screen extras. The
X Factor, for example, offers the Xtra
Factor App presented by Verizon. The
app lets fans read news, learn about
contestants, watch videos and interact
through social media.
Increasingly, advertisers will seek
closer integration between ads on the
first and second screens. “Let’s say
you’re watching a show, and there’s
an ad for a soft drink,” Koenig says. “A
related offer might simultaneously appear on the show’s app.”
Networks may also try to integrate
sponsors into the first- and secondscreen experience. “So if you’re watching a show and the characters are
wearing clothes by a particular designer, you might chose to go to that second
screen to learn more about the product
to purchase it,” Turrill says.

seCond liFe
Going forward, networks, advertisers and other innovators will experiment with new ways of enhancing the
second screen.
“Audio watermarking,” for example,
could allow networks to transmit an
imperceptible tone to trigger secondscreen content during a broadcast. “If
you’re watching a documentary on
birds, as each species is introduced,
the audio watermark would pull up
additional information on the second
screen,” Koenig explains.
“The next-generation TV paradigm
will be one that lets you access channels and on-demand content leveraging
the consumer electronics you already
have — and give you an immersive video experience anywhere in the house,”
says Atreya.
“Consumers for a long time have
been demanding a congruent experience across platforms,” Koenig adds.
“The lines between what’s TV and what’s
not TV are blurring. It’s less about the
devices and more about the content.”
Eric Schoeniger is a Philadelphia-based
freelance writer specializing in business,
information technology, life sciences
and clean energy.
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